
The petrol  scarifier aerator GE-SA 1335 P is a high-quality, high performance and reliable device, which fulfils highest demands during the aeration

and scarifying of medium to large soil areas for a healthy lawn free of weeds. With 20 stainless steel knives, the ball bearing mounted knife roller

tackles weed and moss including roots in an extremely effective manner. The ball bearing mounted aerator roller achieves a professional soil

ventilation with 26 claws of stainless steel. The rollers can be changed quickly and simply if necessary. The powerful air-cooled four stroke engine with

a maximum performance of 1.3kW provides a powerful torque at any time, for uniformly good results and is recommended for a lawn surface up to

1,000 m ².

GE-SA 1335 P

Petrol Scarifier / Aerator
Item No.: 3420030

Ident No.: 11014

Bar Code: 4006825607208

Features
4 Stroke engine, cordless and independent-

3in1 combination tool: Scarifying, airing and catching-

Knife roller supp. by ball bearings with 20 stainl. steel knives-

Aerator roller supported by ball bearings with 26 claws-

Particularly easy roller tool change-

3 stage operating depth adjustment with parking position-

Foldable and height-adjustable handlebar-

Quick fasteners at the handlebar for quick operation-

Impact-resistant, sturdy and particularly light plastic housing-

Lawn-protecting, large-area wheels-

Large 28 litres catch bag-

Recommended for lawns up to 1,000 m ²-

Technical Data
- Engine four-stroke, air cooled

- Engine displacement 53.2 cm³

- Power 1.3 kW

- Capacity of fuel tank 1 L

- Working width 350 mm

- Number of knifes 20 Pieces

- Number of spikes 26 Pieces

- Wheel diameter front 175 mm

- Wheel diameter rear 150 mm

- Working depth 3 settings  |  9 mm

- Capacity of catch bag 28 L

Logistic Data
- Product weight (kg) 16.8 kg

- Gross weight (kg) 20.4 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 615 x 460 x 520 mm

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight of export carton 20.4 kg

- Dimensions export carton 620 x 460 x 520 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 180 | 380 | 475
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Available as special accessories

Spare Blade Drum GE-SA 1435
Scarifier Accessory
Item No.: 3421120
Bar Code: 4006825575149
Einhell Grey

Ersatzlüfterwalze RG-SA 1435
Scarifier Accessory
Item No.: 3421125
Bar Code: 4006825575156
Einhell Grey
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